Abstract. A batch is a set of jobs that start execution at the same time; only when the last job is completed can the next batch be started. When there are constraints or conflicts between the jobs, we need to ensure that jobs in the same batch be non-conflicting. That is, we seek a coloring of the conflict graph. The two most common objectives of schedules and colorings are the makespan, or the maximum job completion time, and the sum of job completion times. This gives rise to two types of batch coloring problems: max-coloring and batch sum coloring, respectively. We give the first polynomial time approximation schemes for batch sum coloring on several classes of "non-thick" graphs that arise in applications. This includes paths, trees, partial k-trees, and planar graphs. Also, we give an improved O(n log n) exact algorithm for the max-coloring problem on paths.
Introduction
In the classic (unbounded) p-batch scheduling problem [6] , we are given a set of n jobs where job J j has processing time, or length, p j . We need to partition the jobs into batches. All jobs in a batch start at the same time, and the batch is completed when its last job finishes. The length of a batch is then the length of the longest job in the batch.
Real-life scenarios frequently impose restrictions on the subsets of jobs that can be processed simultaneously. Such conflicts among the jobs are often modeled by an undirected conflict graph G = (V, E), with V = {1, 2, . . . , n} where the length of vertex j is the processing time of J j , and there is an edge (i, j) ∈ E if the pair of jobs J i and J j cannot be processed in the same batch. Each batch forms an independent set in G, hence a valid schedule is a proper coloring of the graph.
We consider the above problems of batch scheduling with conflicts under three different measures. In the max-coloring (Max-Col) problem we minimize the makespan of the batch schedule, or the sum of the batch lengths. In the minimum sum of job completion times problem (Sjc), we minimize the sum of the completion times of the jobs, and in the minimum sum of batch completion times problem (Sbc), we minimize the sum, over all the jobs J j , of the completion time of the batch that contains J j . Let Bsc refer to either of the batch scheduling problems under the sum measure: Sjc or Sbc.
In this paper we give the first polynomial time approximation schemes (PTAS), as well as exact algorithms, for Bsc on several classes of graphs that arise in applications. We focus on "thin" graphs, namely, graphs with bounded treewidth, and "flat" graphs, i.e., graphs that can (almost) be embedded on flat surface.
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In particular, we consider paths, trees and partial k-trees (which are "thin"), as well as planar and other "flat" graphs.
We say that an algorithm A yields an approximation ratio of r, for some r ≥ 1, if for any instance I of our problems A(I) ≤ r · OP T (I), where OP T (I) is the value of an optimal solution. A problem admits a PTAS if it can be approximated in polynomial time within factor 1 + , for any constant > 0. When the complexity of the scheme is of the form f ( )n c , where c > 0 is some constant, we get an efficient PTAS (EPTAS).
Our problems naturally arise in the following applications. Metropolitan Networks: Transmission of real-time messages in metropolitan networks is done by assigning to each sender node a set of fixed length slots, in which the message content is filled and transmitted in sequence to the receiver. To improve transmission times, the same slots can be assigned to messages with non-intersecting paths [15] . A group of messages using the same set of slots can be viewed as a batch. The number of slots in the set is the maximum length of any message transmitted in these slots. The problem of minimizing the number of slots used to transmit all messages then yields an instance of Max-Col. Distributed Computation: In distributed operating systems (see, e.g., [21, 16] ) the scheduler identifies subsets of non-conflicting, or cooperating processes, that can benefit from running at the same time interval (e.g., since these processes do not use the same resources, or communicate frequently with each other); then, each subset is executed simultaneously on several processors, until all the processes in the subset complete. When the objective is to minimize the sum of job completion times, we get an instance of Sjc; when we want to minimize the total completion time of the schedule, we get an instance of Max-Col.
Other applications include, e.g., batch production [14] , dynamic storage allocation and memory management in wireless protocol stack (see, e.g., [12, 19] .) The graph classes that we study here arise in these applications from tree-like (or planar) network topologies [17] ( [18] ), conflict graphs of processes generated for computer programs [21] , and scheduling jobs with bounded resource requirements (which yield pebbly graphs; see in Section 3.4).
Related Work
There is a wide literature on batch scheduling, namely, our problems with empty conflict graph; see a a comprehensive survey in [6] . In the following we mention known results for our problems on various classes of conflict graphs. Batch sum coloring: The problem of batch coloring so as to minimize the sum of job completion times was introduced in [3] . Constant factor approximations for Sjc were given in [2] for, e.g., various classes of perfect graphs, with improved constant factor obtained in [9] . The Sbc variant was introduced in [9] and approximated on various graph classes. The common special case when all jobs are of unit length is known as the sum coloring problem. This implies that Bsc is hard to approximate within factor n 1−ε , for any ε > 0 [2] .
Max-coloring:
The max-coloring problem was first considered in [12] , where an O(n 4 )-time algorithm was given for paths. A quadratic algorithm was presented more recently in [10] . A PTAS is known for trees [19, 10] and for partial ktrees [10] . Constant factor approximation and NP-hardness results are known for various classes of perfect graphs (see the recent work of [8] for details).
Multicoloring problems: Batch coloring problems relate to certain multicoloring problems where vertices must be assigned a given number of contiguous colors, corresponding to a non-preemptive schedule. The difference is that in these problems, jobs are not restricted to start in batches. We shall be using some of the ideas developed for the non-preemptive sum multicoloring problem, npSMC, defined as follows: Given a graph G with a length x(v) for each vertex v, find an assignment f of starting times for the vertices such that no neighbor
. For a comprehensive survey of known results for multicoloring problems with minsum objectives see, e.g., [11] .
Our Results
In this paper we focus on batch coloring of several amenable classes of graphs that we could term either "flat" or "thin" (see in Section 3). Given the hardness of these problems on general graphs, it is natural to seek out classes of graphs where effective solutions can be obtained efficiently.
Batch coloring with minsum objective: In Section 2 we describe our main approximation technique. In Section 3 we develop EPTASs for Bsc on partial k-trees and later for planar graphs. The complexity of these schemes are of the form 2 −O(1) n, when guaranteeing a 1 + -approximation. By a result of [4, 7] , this implies that Bsc is fixed parameter tractable on these classes of graphs. Our scheme for planar graphs improves the running time of a PTAS proposed in [13] for the special case of the sum coloring problem to a linear time EPTAS, more precisely 2
In Section 3.3 we show how our results for planar graphs can be extended to other "flat" graphs. To the best of our knowledge, we give here the first approximation schemes for batch sum coloring on partial k-trees and planar (or more generally, "flat") graphs.
Max-coloring: In Section 4 we give an O(n log n) exact algorithm for Max-Col on paths. This improves upon the O(n 2 ) algorithm of [10] .
Contribution: Our main approximation technique combines technical tools developed in [13] for approximating npSMC with efficient enumeration of batch length sequences. A key component in our technique is truncation of the number of batches in the schedule, so that all possible batch length sequences can be enumerated in polynomial time. This defines a general framework for solving batch coloring problems with minsum objective, for any graph class for which (a) the number of batches can be truncated with small harm to the objective function, and (b) given a sequence of batch lengths, a proper batch coloring with minimum total cost can be found efficiently. A framework proposed earlier, for approximately solving the max-coloring problem on certain classes of graphs, shares some similarities with ours (see [12, 19] ); however, Bsc differs from Max-Col in two ways. (i) For many classes of graphs, we can bound the total number of batches used in a Max-Col schedule using structural properties of the graph (e.g., the maximum degree of any vertex), while for batch coloring with minsum objective this number may depend on the distinct number of job lengths (see Lemma 1) . (ii) Given a batch length sequence, the problem of finding a Max-Col schedule reduces to finding a feasible batch coloring, while solving Bsc involves optimizing over the set of feasible schedules. Thus, our Bsc problems require the usage of different machinery.
We expect that our framework for solving Bsc will find more uses for batch coloring with other (more general) minsum objective functions, as well as for solving Bsc on other classes of graphs. In fact, as we show in Section 3, the approximation technique that we use for planar graphs is general enough to be applicable to graph classes that contain planar graphs as a subclass (such as bounded-genus graphs). Notation: Let p(G) = j∈V p j be the sum of the job lengths. Let p max = p max (G) = max j∈V p j be the maximum job length, p min = min j∈V p j be the minimum job length, and τ = τ (G) = p max /p min be the maximum ratio between two job lengths. We omit G when clear from context.
The size or weight of a set of vertices is the sum of the vertex lengths. A batch is an independent set that is to be scheduled starting at the same time. The length of a batch is the largest length of a vertex in the batch. The density of a batch B of length is |B|/ , or the number of jobs in B per length unit. A (batch) schedule is a partition of the vertices into a sequence of batches.
The completion time of a batch B in a schedule is the sum of lengths of the batches up to and including B. The completion time of a job J j in batch B is the sum of the lengths of batches prior to B, plus the length of J j .
The makespan of a schedule is the completion time of the last job, or the sum of the lengths of all batches in the schedule. Let µ(G) be the minimum makespan of a batch schedule of G. Let d denote the number of distinct vertex lengths and ∆ the maximum degree of the graph.
Due to space constraints, some of the proofs and implementation details are omitted. The detailed results appear in [14] .
Techniques
Batch coloring problems introduce new difficulties to the classic multicoloring and batch scheduling problems, which are known to be hard when solved alone. The fact that all jobs in the same batch must start at the same time limits the number of different starting times in a schedule, and thus can simplify the search for good schedules. However, as opposed to ordinary multicoloring, batch coloring introduces non-locality: the allowable starting times of a job depend not only on this job and its neighbors, but also implicitly on the jobs elsewhere in the graph that have been assigned to earlier batches. This implies, for example, that there are almost no non-trivial results known for the sum of completion times problems, even on paths, nor is there a known exact polynomial time algorithm for the max-coloring problem on trees.
Two difficult features are inherited from related multicoloring problems. One is that a large number of batches may be needed even on low-chromatic number graphs. In fact, as we show in the next result, Ω(n) batches may be required for optimal Sbc coloring of paths.
2 Proposition 1. There are Sjc instances on paths and Sbc instances on empty graphs for which the only optimal solution uses n batches.
Proof. Consider a path of n vertices where the length of vertex j is p j = n j . We claim that the only optimal solution is given by the shortest processing time first (SPTF) rule; namely, batch i contains only vertex i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Suppose there is a non-SPFT optimal Sjc schedule S, and let j be the smallest number such that vertex j is not assigned alone in batch j. Consider now the following change to S, where we create a new batch, number it j (increasing the index of later batches) and reassign v j to batch j. This may increase the completion times of v s , for s = j + 1, . . . , n, by a total of (n − j) · n j < n j+1 . It will, however, decrease the completion time of v j by the length of some later vertex, or at least p j+1 = n j+1 . Thus, this new schedule improves upon S, which is a contradiction.
The same set of lengths yields the same argument for Sbc, even if the graph contains no edges.
The way to get around the large number of batches is to analyze the cost of truncating the coloring early, and show that there are approximate colorings that use moderately many colors. Alternatively, we can use standard rounding of job lengths to powers of 1+ and bound the number of batches of each length.
Another difficulty has to do with the large range of job lengths. An essential ingredient in any strategy for these problems is a method to break the instance into sub-instances of similar-length jobs. For max-coloring, it suffices to use a fixed geometric sequence to reduce the problem to the ordinary coloring problem, within a constant factor [19] . For our batch coloring problems with minsum objective, Bsc, the situation is not as easy, and it is necessary to partition according to the actual length distribution.
We observe that a result of [13] , originally stated for sum multicoloring, holds also for Bsc. It shows that we can focus on the case where the ratio between the longest and the shortest job is small, if we also bound the makespan of the algorithm. Theorem 1. Let n, q = q(n) and σ be given. Suppose that for any G = (V, E) in a hereditary class G with n vertices and τ (G) ≤ q, we can approximate Bsc within a factor 1 + (n) and with makespan of σ · p max (G) in time t(n)
This is based on finding a partition of the instance into length classes that depends on the actual distribution of the lengths. Then, the solutions produced on each length class by the assumed algorithm are simply concatenated in length order. Thus, if the solution produced on each length class is a batch schedule, so is the combined solution.
The techniques that we use for Bsc builds on a technique developed in [13] for non-preemptive sum multicoloring (npSMC) of partial k-trees and planar graphs. For the batch problems studied here, we have modified and replaced some of the parts, including the bounds on the number of batches needed. Most crucially, the central subroutines for handling subproblems with a limited number of job lengths were completely changed. The strategy here is to decide first the length sequence of the batches to be used, and then assign the jobs near optimally to those batches. By rounding the job lengths, we limit the number of possible batch lengths and at the same time reduce the number of batches needed.
Batch Sum Coloring
In this section we give EPTASs for Bsc on both "thin" graphs (trees, partial k-trees) and "flat" graphs (planar and bounded-genus graphs). First, we argue some general properties of exact and approximate solutions. Recall that p(G) is the sum of vertex length, p max the length of the longest job, µ(G) the minimum makespan of a batch schedule, and χ the chromatic number of the graph.
Properties and tools
Observation 2 Any optimal Bsc schedule satisfies the following properties. (i) (Non-increasing density) Batch densities are monotone non-increasing.
(ii) (Density reduction) After i(2µ(G) + p max ) steps, the total length of the remaining graph is at most p(G)/2 i . (iii) (Restricted batch length sequences) Each batch is preceded by at most ∆ longer batches.
Proof sketch. (i) The claim holds since, otherwise, batches can be swapped to decrease the cost of the schedule (also known as Smith's rule; see in [20, 6] ). (ii) Density must go down by half each 2µ(G) + p max steps; otherwise, we could schedule the whole remaining graph in the latter µ(G) steps, at lesser cost. (iii) This is true since, otherwise, the vertices in that batch can all be recolored with earlier batches.
We now give two lemmas regarding batch coloring of χ-colorable graphs.
Proof. Recall that τ is the maximal ratio between the processing times of any two vertices. Use a batch sequence with χ batches of each length 2 i p min , for i = 1, 2, . . . , log τ , in non-decreasing order. Order the batches of the same length in non-increasing order of size. The length of a job is at least half the length of its batch. Each job waits for all batches shorter than it; also, averaged over the jobs in batches of the same length, it waits for (χ − 1)/2 batches of length equal to its batch length. Then, on average, the completion time of v is at most p(v) + χ j=0 p(v)/2 j + (χ − 1)/2 · 2p(v) = 3χp(v). Thus, the total schedule cost is at most 3χp(G).
The following lemma, which extends a result of [13] , helps rein in the total length of our approximate schedule.
Lemma 2. Let G be a χ-colorable graph, and let > 0. Then, there exists a (1 + )-approximate Bsc schedule of G satisfying the following constraints:
1. Batch lengths are powers of 1 + , 2. There are at most t = t χ, batches of each length, where t = χ(1 + ) −1 , and 3. The makespan of the schedule is at most (2µ(G) + p max ) · log(χ/ ) + 2χ · p max Proof. First, we consider the effect of rounding all job lengths to powers of 1 + . This increases the size of each batch by at most a factor of 1+ , which delays the starting time of each job by factor at most 1 + . Thus, the extra cost incurred for the optimal schedule is at most · (OP T (G) − p(G)).
Next, consider the optimal schedule S * for the rounded instance. Suppose that more than χ · (1 + ) −1 batches are used for some batch length . Then, following batch χ · −1 of length , we introduce χ batches of length , shifting all later batches by χ · . We color all jobs that occurred in later batches of length using the χ new batches, and delete those later batches. Each batch in the resulting coloring is delayed by χ · , by the new batches of length , only if it was already preceded by −1 times that many batches. Thus, each batch in the resulting coloring is delay by at most an -fraction of what previously came before it, or at most
Finally, we analyze the effect of cutting a schedule short. By the density reduction property, the total size remaining is at most p(G)/χ after i(2µ(G) + p max ) rounds with i = log(χ/ ). By Lemma 1, there is a schedule of the remainder of cost at most 3χ · p(G)/χ ≤ 3 p(G). The makespan of that coloring is at most 2χ · p max .
Thin graphs
We give here algorithms for the class of partial k-trees. For formal definition of this class, and that of the related tree decompositions, please refer to, e.g., [5] .
We round the job lengths, obtaining an instance with only a limited number of distinct lengths. There are d possible lengths for each of the b batches, for a total of d b distinct batch length sequences. We solve the problem optimally for each such length sequence, using standard dynamic programming. We sketch it briefly.
Lemma 3. Given a partial k-tree G and a sequence of b batch lengths, there is an O(b k+1 n)-time algorithm to find an optimal Bsc coloring of G into those batches, or determine that no such coloring exists.
Proof sketch. For each bag in the tree decomposition of G, form a table of b k k-tuples, where a given k-tuple represents a particular batch assignment of the jobs in the given bag, and the entry corresponds to the minimum cost schedule constrained to assign the k-tuple in this given way. By having the children update the entries of the parents, and using that adjacent bags need only differ in only a single element, each entry is needed for a constant-time update of at most b entries in its parent bag. Hence, the complexity is O(b k+1 n). We first argue a PTAS for instances of restricted job lengths.
Proposition 2.
There is a (1 + )-approximate algorithm for Bsc on partial k-trees, with time complexity 2 Θ((log χ+log −1 )·(k+χ· −2 ·log τ )) n and makespan of
Proof. We use Lemma 3 to search for restricted (1 + )-colorings guaranteed by Lemma 2. The time complexity of the algorithm of Lemma 3 is O(b b+k n). The number d of different batch lengths is log 1+ τ = Θ( −1 log τ ). The number t of batches of each length is Θ(χ −1 ). Thus, the number b of batches is at most t·d = Θ(χ· −2 log τ ). The time complexity is therefore bounded by O(2 log b·b n) = 2 Θ((log χ+log −1 )·χ·
The makespan is as promised by Lemma 2, using
We now combine Proposition 2 with Theorem 1. Theorem 3. There is an EPTAS for Bsc on partial k-trees, for any fixed k.
Proof. We set σ = χ · (log(χ/ ) + 2) and q = e (2σ· −1 )
2 , giving σ/ √ ln q = /2. We use Lemma 3 to search for restricted (1 + )-colorings guaranteed by Lemma 2 with these parameters. Theorem 1 then yields a (1 + )-approximate schedule of G.
Let us evaluate the parameters according to this scheme. Since we may assume
. Hence, the time complexity of the algorithm of Proposition 2 is bounded by 2
Since the chromatic number of a partial k-tree is at most k + 1, the time complexity is singly exponential in 1/ and k. The makespan is at most 2σp max = O(k · log −1 p max ).
Parametrization: While the existence of an exact polynomial time algorithm for Bsc on trees remains open, it appears unlikely. We consider instead parameterizations that lead to efficient exact solutions. We treat the parameters d, the number of distinct job lengths, and ∆, the maximum degree.
Consider graphs of maximum degree ∆. Since there can be at most ∆ batches of the same length in an optimal schedule, there are at most d ∆d different batch length sequences. However, this does not take the property of restricted batch length sequences (property (iii) in Observation 2) into account. Thus, for example, in a batch length sequence for a path, each batch can be preceded by at most two longer batches. We can capitalize on this to obtain improved bounds. The proof of the following lemma is given in [14] .
Lemma 4. The number of possible batch length sequences with d distinct lengths is at most 2 (∆+1)d .
By applying standard dynamic programming, we can therefore solve Bsc efficiently on thin graphs of bounded-degree when the number of different lengths is bounded.
Theorem 4. There is a 2
O(∆·k·d) n-time algorithm for Bsc in partial k-trees of maximum degree ∆ and d different weights.
Flat graphs
We first treat planar graphs, and then indicate how the approach can be generalized to other "flat" graphs.
We use a classical partitioning technique due to Baker [1] . See [13] for details on the following specific version. A t-outerplanar graph has treewidth at most 3t − 1 [5] .
Lemma 5. Let G be a planar graph and f be a positive integer. Then, there is a vertex-disjoint partitioning of G into graphs G 1 , which is f -outerplanar, and G 2 , which is outerplanar with at most 2n/f vertices and a total vertex length of 2p(G)/t.
In view of Theorem 1, we focus on giving an efficient approximation in the case when the vertex lengths are within a limited range. Our method is similar to that of [13] , but somewhat simpler. We can particularly take advantage of the feature of batch schedules that it is easy to insert color classes in between batches of a given schedule, which is not so easily done in non-preemptive multicoloring. The result is an EPTAS, as opposed to a PTAS of [13] for npSMC, whose running time is of the form (log n) O(1) n.
Lemma 6. There is a (1+ )-approximation algorithm for Bsc on planar graphs, that runs in time 2
The makespan of the schedule found is
Proof. The algorithm proceeds as follows. Let f be to be determined. We first apply Lemma 5 to partition G into a partial 3f -tree G 1 and a partial 2-tree G 2 , where G 2 has at most 2n/f vertices and 2p(G)/f weight. We then find a (1 + )-approximate schedule S of G 1 using Proposition 2, and find a schedule S 2 of G 2 using Lemma 1. The issue that remains is how to insert the batches of S 2 into S so as to limit the cost of the resulting schedule. Let z = d · −1 , where d = lg τ is the number of distinct batch lengths in S 2 . Recall that there are at most 4 batches of each length in S 2 . We shall fit the batches of each length in S 2 into the schedule S as follows: Before the batch that starts execution at or right before step i · z · , insert a batch of length , for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Then, each job in S is delayed at most i by batches of length if its completion time in S is at least i · z · , or at most a 1/z-fraction. Thus, summing over the different lengths, each job is delayed by at most a d/z = -fraction by jobs from S. Now, each job in S 2 is delayed by at most a z factor. So, the cost of scheduling the jobs of G 2 within the new schedule is at most z · p(G 2 ) ≤ z · p(G)/f, which is at most p(G) if we choose f to be z/ = −2 d. The combined cost of the coloring is then at most 1 + 3 times optimal. We scale to suit the claim. The makespan of the schedule is the sum of O( −1 ·p max ) for scheduling G 1 and O(p max ) for G 2 , as argued in Lemma 1, for a total of O(
The time complexity is dominated by the time used by the algorithm of Proposition 2 for
, which is asymptotically equivalent to the number b of batches. Hence, the combined time complexity is 2
The following theorem now follows straightforwardly by combining Lemma 6 with Theorem 1. The time complexity is 2
Theorem 5. There is an EPTAS for Bsc on planar graphs.
Recall that sum coloring (Sc) is the common special case of Sbc and Sjc when all vertices have the same length. It was shown in [13] that Sc is strongly NP-hard for planar graphs. This implies that our results are best possible, in that no FPTAS is possible.
We can obtain a more efficient scheme in the case of small values of p max , and in particular for the sum coloring problem. This improves on the algorithm of [13] that has time complexity exp(O(ln ln n · −1 log −1 )) · n.
Theorem 6.
There is an EPTAS for Sc on planar graphs with running time
In the full version [14] , we indicate how the result of Theorem 5 can be extended, e.g., to the larger class of bounded-genus graphs.
Pebbly graphs
As implied by Proposition 1, Sbc is non-trivial for arbitrary job lengths, even when the jobs are independent (i.e., when the graph contains no edges). We give here a strongly polynomial time algorithm for a meaningful simple class of graphs: those consisting of disjoint cliques of bounded size. This class is neither thin nor flat; instead, we can say it is pebbly. Disjoint cliques correspond naturally to the case of single-resource constraints, namely, each job needs to use a single resource to be processed; thus, all jobs that compete for the same resource form a clique. Proof sketch. We give a dynamic programming formulation. For each (multi)set S of possible job lengths, we compute the minimum cost of coloring a certain subgraph. Namely, we assume that a part of the graph has already been colored, and that S contains the lengths of the longest batches already colored. We therefore compute, for each such S, the minimum cost of batch coloring the best possible remaining graph. Given such a set S, it is easy to tell which nodes must have been already colored to leave the best possible remainder; the greedy choice of assigning to each batch the longest vertex that fits in the batch is an optimal strategy.
Hence, we have a table indexed by h-bounded multisets (sets of size at most h). We can fill into this table, bottom up, by trying all possible values for extending the given set S, namely values whose addition (with the possible deletion of the smallest value) yields an h-bounded sequence dominating S.
The number of h-bounded length sets is bounded by the number of subsets of the cliques in the graphs, or C∈G 2 |C| ≤ 2 h n/h. When the number of lengths d is fixed, we can also bound this number by h d , by counting how many times each length occurs in the set. To compute each entry of the table we need to consult at most all dominated entries, for a total time complexity at most square of the table size.
Max Coloring Paths
We sketch below an improved exact algorithm for the max-coloring problem on paths. It uses the observation that any non-trivial solution for Max-Col on paths uses at most three batches (see, e.g., [6] ).
Theorem 7.
There is an O(n log n) algorithm for Max-Col on paths.
Let x s be the height of the s-th batch in some optimal solution, 1 ≤ s ≤ 3 (note that x 1 = p max ). For each s, t ∈ {1, 2, 3} and 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, where j − i is a power of 2 dividing both i and j, we compute a vector h(i, s, j, t) of length (j − i + 1) which gives the minimum value of the third length (x 3 ), for each possible value of the second length (x 2 ), for vertices on the subpath between i and j, when i is scheduled in batch s and j in batch t. The possible values of x 2 are the lengths of the vertices on this subpath, that is, x 2 ∈ {p i , p i+1 , . . . , p j }; the entries of the vector h are sorted in non-increasing order by the value of x 2 . The vector h(i, s, j, t) can be calculated recursively.
We find an optimal solution for max-coloring by calculating h(1, s, n, t) for all 1 ≤ s, t ≤ 3, and selecting (within these 9 vectors) the entry which gives the minimum makespan.
